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Can gamification transform marketing efforts?
by David Eldridge, posted on 14 November, 2014 at 9:40 am, filed under Gaming, Marketing. Bookmark the permalink.
Follow any comments here with the RSS feed for this post.

Gamification. The saviour of the marketing industry or just another over-hyped fad? Gartner will tell you
that by the end of the year 70% of Global 2000 brands will have introduced a gamified element to their
marketing and customer service offerings.

That doesn’t sound much like a fad to me. But then what’s so wrong with traditional
marketing?

Of course there’s still a place for
traditional approaches, but consumer
behaviours have changed. Today it’s easy for a
consumer to ignore brand messaging, and
once they no longer care what you have to say,
marketing to them can be nigh on impossible.

Consumers get info on brands through word of
mouth, brand websites themselves and social
media.

Yet they are increasingly weary of untargeted
and unrewarding content placed in front of them and, according to Precision Marketing, half of consumers
disengage with brands because of irrelevance.

So what’s the answer?

Consumers are placing increasing importance on getting rewarded by brands in return for engaging –
whether that’s cash rewards, loyalty points or levels up in mobile games.

Humans have been playing games for millennia so it’s clear there is something deeply, psychologically
compelling and rewarding about it. Integrate a gaming element into a campaign and put simply, it doesn’t
feel like marketing.

According to Maritz Motivation Solutions, gamified loyalty programs are likely to achieve an 86% higher
open rate on emails than non-gamified programs. By creating a competitive environment, one in which
goals need to be reached and obstacles overcome, you’re speaking directly to people’s need to engage.

But gamification needs to be measured and binned if there’s no ROI. It needs to be an integrated part of
your conversion funnel, it needs to fit your business needs, and your rewards must appeal to your target
consumers. It also needs to be applied across channels, especially mobile.

According to Forrester, 89% of people are on their phone throughout the day. What’s more, mobile internet
access is primarily for social activities, and smartphones are used at times when impacting behaviour is
key for brands: at home, while shopping, on public transport or out and about. It’s all set up perfectly for
mobile gamified marketing.

So what’s holding back marketers?

Even in a fast-moving and dynamic industry like this, many prefer to stick with what they know – the tried
and tested (and failing). Then there are those who say it’s just a passing craze which will soon go away.
Well, Gartner reports the gamification industry was worth just $100m in 2010 but is predicted to hit $5.5bn
by 2018.

That’s the kind of fad that any marketer would be crazy to ignore.

David Eldridge, chief executive, 3radical
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I totally believe that Gamification can help Marketing. But not by improving what they
are already doing but by helping Marketing to understand the psychology of humans
within the Engagement Economy. 
Here is what I mean by that: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse...
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 News from Brand Republic
Droga5 promotes Sarah Thompson to global CEO
Droga5 has promoted Sarah Thompson, its New York chief
executive, and Jonny Bauer, the New York chief strategy officer,
to global roles.
AMV BBDO picks up £10 million Open University brief
Abbott Mead Vickers BBDO has won the Open University's £10
million advertising account after a competitive pitch.
Aldi teams up with chef Jean-Christophe Novelli to create
'luxury' Christmas dinners
Aldi has teamed up with celebrity chef Jean-Christophe Novelli
to offer consumers the chance to win a luxury Christmas dinner
for two at five restaurants across the UK.
Innocent celebrates 15th birthday with arty labels
Innocent has commissioned a series of artists to design their
very own smoothie bottles in celebration of the 15th anniversary
of the brand.
The O2 signs up YPlan night-out app as official 'going out
sponsor'
The O2 has signed an agreement with YPlan, the event-finding
and ticket-booking widget, which will allow consumers to use the
mobile app to book tickets to events at the Greenwich-based
arena.

 More from The Wall
Customer experience changes brand perception
According to a recent survey in Singapore 60% of people who
suffer from bad service never complain. That means that for
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every four people who complain, another six are just as angry
but never tell you about it. Read more on Customer experience
changes brand perception… […]
Do you need to be a certain ‘type’ of person to work in
marketing?
The ultimate goal of those working in marketing is to promote a
product and generates sales, but what does it take? Earlier this
year, Brand Republic asked readers to complete an online
personality survey from PCL that identified the key personality
traits and skills required to work in the marketing profession. The
results are in. Read more on Do you need t […]
What can Dapper Laughs tell us about our own brands?
Unless you’ve been on a remote island for the past week you
would have no doubt heard about the rise and dramatic fall of
Daniel O’Reily, aka comedian Dapper Laughs, writes Paul
Sandey, brand and marketing manager at Carphone
Warehouse. Read more on What can Dapper Laughs tell us
about our own brands?… […]
Infographic: Vine vs Vimeo
Did you know that five Vines are tweeted every second? Or
Vimeo has 170 million monthly viewers? Or that Vine’s top user
is Naish Greir from Greensboro, North Carolina with 9.8 million
followers? Read more on Infographic: Vine vs Vimeo… […]
Lights, camera, innovation! How digital is driving cinema-going
As more people watch films online through subscription services
viewing long-form content on devices has become a daily habit.
At Yahoo we conducted entertainment research to look at
whether this trend for consuming films online is impacting on
cinema’s footfall in the UK, France, Germany, Spain and Italy.
Read more on Lights, camera, innovation! How digital […]
Brands need to change the conversation
Mad Men’s leading man Don Draper’s maxim – “if you don’t like
what’s being said, change the conversation” – really stands the
test of time. Brands are now controlled and shaped by
consumers, and being part of this conversation is critical for
brand success. Read more on Brands need to change the
conversation… […]
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